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VISUAL ART / K-5TH

Kindergarten and 1st grade
FLORIDA SUNSET COLLAGE
This construction paper project is all about knowing when to trace shapes before cutting, and
when to just tear with your hands! ☺ You’ll need several sheets of multi-colored construction
paper, scissors, pencil and glue. Watch video, pausing often.
Step 1) Trace the bottom of a coffee mug on yellow paper. Cut and glue onto your background
paper (blue or purple). Center the yellow circle. But raise it so it’s a little higher than just
positioned in the middle.
Step 2) Cut several strips of paper into one inch slices. One by one, tear them into smaller
pieces. Drizzle a small amount of glue around yellow sun in a circular motion. Add the first layer
of colored paper. Repeat the pattern getting bigger and bigger. These are the sun’s rays. Fill the
whole paper with mosaic-like torn paper pieces radiating out from the sun.
Step 3) Use a pencil to draw a curvy line about 3” from the bottom of a vertical sheet of green
paper. Cut. Glue at the bottom of your sunset paper. It’s okay that this covers up some of your
torn paper “rays”. The green paper can either represent land (like in the video) or it can be an
ocean wave. Add a strip of curvy blue paper on top of the green to create additional waves.
Step 4) Allow artwork to dry. Flip over, and carefully cut off any paper going off the edges.
You Tube Video:
Art with Trista: Landscape Inspired by Alma Woodsey Thomas / 6:17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q77q9fdntQI

Kinder Art Google Classroom code: 3g2x3cg
1st grade Art Google Classroom code: c6m4hf6

2nd and 3rd grades
BEACH BALLS
Watch the included video and learn how to draw beach balls and create an energetic pattern.
For this project you need: pencil, crayons, watercolor and a thick enough paper (like a multimedia) which can handle the watercolor. Paper: try a 90 lb. or above from Walmart or Amazon.
STEP 1) Drawing a beach ball. Draw a circle. Make a dot. You’ll draw three curved lines each
intersecting (touching) the dot. The goal is to create six sections about the same size. Three
section you will color with white crayon. The other three sections: blue, red and yellow. White
goes in between each primary color.
STEP 2) Draw lots of beach balls on your paper, different sizes. Have some going off the edges.
This creates the feeling of movement and energy. Outline with black crayon. Color with crayon.
STEP 3) With a paint brush and clear water, paint water over all the beach balls. Now create a
watercolor “wash” by adding blue and green watercolor over the entire paper. The colors will
“bleed” together nicely because you’ve already put water down first.
YouTube video:
Mrs. Whaley shows you how: Bouncing Beach Balls / 14:42
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oS7cQ5gn4wQ

2nd grade Art Google Classroom code: we64gbf
3rd grade Art Google Classroom code: tmtjoma

POPSICLE STICK BEACH CHAIR
If you can’t get your hands on the materials, still watch the video understanding the shapes and
construction of a lounger, then draw one. For full project, you’ll need: popsicle sticks (Regular
size popsicle sticks from Walmart, Michael’s or Amazon has great colored ones. You’ll scissors
and glue (ideally, wood glue) or glue gun.
Watch first 2:26 minutes of the video several times, pausing often.
4 DIY Popsicle stick chairs by Backyard Crafts: mini furniture for kids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZMm37XDQMM
Step 1) Create a rectangle base. Use two sticks at full length (no cutting), and two sticks cut on
both ends around 2.5” inches long. On one end, let the two “long” edges stick out about ¼”.
This will create an area to build the back rest.
Step 2) Fill in the base. Cut the ends off 6-7 sticks. Cut away around 1/4”. Rounded edges go out
(towards where feet would go) straight edge toward the end where you will build the back rest.
Step 3) Create vertical support for the back rest. Cut two sticks in half, equal lengths. But make
the cut diagonal, not straight across. The diagonal cut allows the sticks to be positioned at an
angle, instead of straight up. This is important to get the reclined aspect of the lounger. Glue
these two sticks vertically in the little extra area created on your main rectangle base. The
diagonal cut edge goes down, rounded edge up.
Step 4) Create horizontal support for the back rest. Cut two more popsicles in equal length.
These will be horizonal support for the back. Cut away the rounded edges and try your best to
get them whatever length is necessary to wedge them between the two vertical back rest
sticks. Glue one at the base and the other at the top of the back of the chair.
Step 5) Fill in back rest. Cut 6-7 sticks in half (or whatever length your chair requires to fill in
the reclined seat). Rounded edges pointed upwards a bit past the top horizontal support.
Step 6) Legs. Cut four sticks equal length: 1” – 1.25”. Don’t cut off the rounded edges. Glue the
flat end of each stick underneath the chair in each of the four corners. The rounded ends of the
legs would be what would sit in the sand. ☺

4th grade Art Google Classroom code: jhjkbnx
5th grade Art Google Classroom code: jxhmmmi

